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Complaints to the Medical Marijuana Commission 
 
Subject: Commissioner Travis Story Bias 

1. Arkansas Administrative Procedures Act excerpt about personal bias 
2. Affidavit of Personal Bias about Commissioner Story submitted to the Medical 

Marijuana Commission by Nick Landers, an owner of New Day Cultivation 
3. Affidavit of Personal Bias about Commissioner Story submitted to the Medical 

Marijuana Commission by Storm Nolan, owner of River Valley Relief Cultivation 
4. “The smell also rises: What did Travis Story know about marijuana applicant and 

when did he know it?” Arkansas Times by Max Brantley, March 9, 2018 
5. “Let’s Be Blunt: Bob Ballinger’s Suspicious Ties to Medical Marijuana Licensing” 

Blue Hog Report by Matt Campbell, August 6, 2018 
6. “Text messages shed light on inner workings of Arkansas Medical Marijuana 

Commission” Arkansas Democrat-Gazette by Hunter Field, March 9, 2018 
7. “Losing marijuana bidder files ethics complaint against Travis Story” Arkansas 

Times by Max Brantley, March 10, 2018 
8. “Arkansas pot-case conflict filing rejected” Arkansas Democrat-Gazette by Hunter 

Field, June 23, 2018 
a. Rejected because the awarding of medical marijuana licenses is not 

considered a procurement matter 
Subject: Out of State Ownership 

10. “Medical marijuana firm touted its Arkansan roster, but filing didn't broach Canada 
stake” Arkansas Democrat-Gazette by Hunter Field, January 27, 2019 

11. Amendment 98 (medical marijuana) excerpt showing 60% Arkansas ownership 
requirement 

Subject: Protests to the Medical Marijuana Commission (MMC) 
20. Complaint letter from Naturalis Health (cultivation applicant) to the MMC alleging 

malfeasance, misrepresentation, and fraud 
a. Contains a statistical analysis conducted by a doctor of philosophy, master of 

public health in epidemiology and biostatistics, and professor of statistics and 
research practice 
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b. Concludes that “the methods in which the applications were scored were 
inconsistent” 

21. Complaint letter from Delta Cannabinoid Corp. to the MMC alleging (among others) 
that the commission’s review, selection, and scoring decisions were arbitrary and 
capricious 

22. Complaint letter from River Valley Relief Cultivation to the MMC alleging 
significant misrepresentations on the Delta Medical Cannabis Company (one of the 
five successful cultivation applicants) application relating to  the only two 
individuals on their team with cannabis cultivating experience 

23. Complaint letter from Southern Roots to the MMC alleging that Chairwoman Dr. 
Ronda Henry-Tillman changed her cultivation scoring after the deadline for 
submission of final scoring had passed 

24. Complaint letter from Nello Labs of Arkansas to the MMC regarding rules for bonus 
point scoring in relation to definition of ‘minority’ and the location-based bonus in 
relation to the Arkansas Economic Development Commission Incentive Tier Map 

25. Complaint letter from River Valley Relief Cultivation to the MMC documenting 
state residency discrepancies relating to one of the owners of Natural State 
Medicinals Cultivation (one of the five successful cultivation applicants) 

26. Complaint letter from Onyx Wellness to the MMC reiterating Judge Wendell 
Griffin’s ruling that Commissioners Travis Story and Dr. Carlos Roman had 
“pecuniary relationships with [applicants]… that created the appearance of bias in 
violation of due process” 

27. Complaint letter from Arkansas Medicinal Source to the MMC requesting an 
adjudication hearing in compliance with Arkansas Amendment 98 

28. Complaint letter from Naturalis Health to the MMC requesting an adjudication 
hearing in compliance with Arkansas Amendment 98 

29. Complaint letter from Clear Creek Cannabis to the MMC requesting an adjudication 
hearing in compliance with Arkansas Amendment 98 

30. Letter from Representative Scott Baltz to Larry Walther, Director of the 
Department of Finance and Administration, about tax delinquencies among the top 
ten cultivation facility applications which would violate the MMC’s own Rules and 
Regulations 
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31. Complaint letter from Darren Anderon of the Anderson Law Firm to the MMC 
documenting that the Bold Team’s (one of the five successful cultivation applicants) 
application did not conform to the MMC’s own Rules and Regulations in regards to 
property owner consent 

Subject: Dispensary Support for Releasing Remaining Licenses 
40. Testimony of Dragan Vicentic, owner of Green Springs Medical dispensary in Hot 

Springs, the highest volume dispensary in Arkansas, at the June 8th, 2020 Medical 
Marijuana Commission meeting 

a. Advocating to release remaining cultivation licenses 
b. Calls for an end to cultivation facilities being allowed to buy multiple 

dispensaries which creates an adverse situation for other dispensary owners 
i. Amendment 98 prevents ownership of more than one cultivation 

facility and one dispensary 
41. Letter from Ed Pat Wright, owner of Hickory Hill Pharmacy dispensary in Helena, 

to the Medical Marijuana Commission advocating for the remaining licenses to be 
released 

42. Letter from Dragan Vicentic, owner of Green Springs Medical dispensary in Hot 
Springs, the highest volume dispensary in Arkansas, to the Medical Marijuana 
Commission advocating for the remaining licenses to be released 

43. Email from Michael Wilkins, owner of Pine Bluff Agriceuticals in Pine Bluff, to 
Doralee Chandler, Director of the ABC, advocating for the remaining licenses to be 
released 

44. Email from Dragan Vicentic, owner of Green Springs Medical dispensary in Hot 
Springs, the highest volume dispensary in Arkansas, to Senator Alan Clark 
documenting medical marijuana product shortages 

45. Email from Mleah Webb, previous manager of Custom Cannabis dispensary in 
Alexander, about medical cannabis supply issues 

Subject: Patient Support for Releasing Additional Licenses 
50. “Poll: Support grows for medical marijuana expansion” Talk Business & Politics, 

June 12, 2020 
a. Documents that 70% of Arkansas medical marijuana supporters favor the 

expansion of dispensaries and cultivation facilities in Arkansas 
b. The other 30% either supported legal recreational cannabis or were unsure 
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51. Collection of comments from 43 Arkansas medical marijuana patients advocating for 
more dispensaries and cultivation facilities in Arkansas 

52. “Arkansas Medical Marijuana Commission should release additional approved 
licenses” Times Record by John Lovett, April 26, 2020 

53. Testimony of Melissa Fults, President of the Arkansas Drug Policy Education 
Group, in front of the MMC at the June 16, 2020 meeting advocating for releasing 
the remaining dispensary and cultivation licenses to help bring down medical 
cannabis prices and to increase patient access 

a. https://www.myarkansaspbs.org/arcan/events/archived_events_folder/httpsw
ww.myarkansaspbs.orgarcaneventsarchived_events_foldermedical_marijuan
a_commission-158526 

54. Testimony of Representative Jay Richardson, District 78, in front of the MMC at the 
June 16, 2020 meeting advocating for jobs and economic development in Fort Smith 
and for releasing the remaining dispensary and cultivation licenses to help bring 
down medical cannabis prices and to increase patient access 

a. https://www.myarkansaspbs.org/arcan/events/archived_events_folder/httpsw
ww.myarkansaspbs.orgarcaneventsarchived_events_foldermedical_marijuan
a_commission-158526 

55. Economic Impact Assessment prepared by Boyette Strategic Advisors estimating 
that the proposed New Day Cultivation facility in Garland County (near Hot Springs 
– cultivator applicant currently tied for 7th place) would create $80M in positive 
economic impact in its first four years of operation 

56. Arkansas map showing the five existing cultivators clustered in the Northeast half 
of the state, while the two remaining applicants would bring cultivation facilities to 
the Southwest half of the state 

Subject: Arkansas Medical Cannabis Pricing is Significantly Higher than Other 
Medical Cannabis States 

60. “Medical marijuana patients prefer Oklahoma over Arkansas” Times Record by Ty 
Thompson, April 23, 2020 

a. Compares Arkansas to Oklahoma medical cannabis pricing 
61. Pricing update from Green Springs Medical dispensary in Hot Springs showing that 

the per gram cost of medical cannabis was increased by 30% due to cultivators 
raising their prices due to lack of availability 
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62. Per gram cost comparison showing the Fort Smith, AR dispensary’s (Fort Cannabis) 
least expensive gram at $14 while the least expensive gram at the Roland, OK 
dispensary (Kush Closet) is $5 

a. Pricing as of June 5, 2020 
b. Pricing from leafly.com 

63. “Medical marijuana sales approach $100 million in Arkansas” 5 News Online, June 
14, 2020 

a. Provides documentation that the average ounce of medical cannabis in 
Arkansas costs patients $390.83 

64. “Average price per ounce of high quality marijuana as of October 2019, by select U.S. 
state” Statista by Matej Mikulic, October 15, 2019 

a. Documents that Arkansas per ounce pricing would be the second highest in 
the country (at $391 per ounce) behind only Washington DC 

65. Letter from River Valley Relief to the MMC showing example of $100 per ounce 
medical cannabis pricing in Oklahoma 
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June 1st, 2020 

Arkansas Medical Marijuana Commission 
1515 W 7th Street 
#503  
Little Rock, AR 72201 

Commissioners, 

We collectively represent 33% [to be corrected based on actual signature count] of the 
operating dispensaries in the State of Arkansas. 

Our goal with this letter is to give you a clear picture of how supply and demand is 
working currently for medical cannabis patients in our state. 

1) There is currently a lack of availability of medical cannabis among the cultivators, 
which is resulting in higher prices. 

2) Since the inception of the program, our wholesale prices from the cultivators and 
consequently the retail pricing that we charge to patients is already very high, 
especially compared to other medical cannabis states like our neighbor, Oklahoma. 
These high prices are a substantial burden on medical cannabis patients who can 
least afford it, and many are resorting to the lower prices of the black market or 
neighboring states. 

3) Patient counts are currently above 56,000. This is well above the threshold of 
30,000 patients originally projected by the State and at which the Commission 
agreed to reevaluate the need to issue the remaining licenses. 

4) We know that increased competition will lead to lower pricing for patients, as it has 
in other states. 

Therefore, we urge the Commission to release the constitutionally allowed number of 
licenses so that we can get as close to a free market as is possible under Amendment 98. 

Respectfully, 
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Arkansas Medical Marijuana Commission 
1515 W 7th Street 
#503  
Little Rock, AR 72201 

Commissioners, 

We collectively represent 33% [to be corrected based on actual signature count] of the 
operating dispensaries in the State of Arkansas. 

Our goal with this letter is to give you a clear picture of how supply and demand is 
working currently for medical cannabis patients in our state. 

1) There is currently a lack of availability of medical cannabis among the cultivators, 
which is resulting in higher prices. 

2) Since the inception of the program, our wholesale prices from the cultivators and 
consequently the retail pricing that we charge to patients is already very high, 
especially compared to other medical cannabis states like our neighbor, Oklahoma. 
These high prices are a substantial burden on medical cannabis patients who can 
least afford it, and many are resorting to the lower prices of the black market or 
neighboring states. 

3) Patient counts are currently above 56,000. This is well above the threshold of 
30,000 patients originally projected by the State and at which the Commission 
agreed to reevaluate the need to issue the remaining licenses. 

4) We know that increased competition will lead to lower pricing for patients, as it has 
in other states. 
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Mr. Nolan,

I’m forwarding you this copy of an email I sent to Director Chandler at ABC a few moments ago. I hope it assists you and 
the other potential licensees.

Warmest regards

Begin forwarded message:

From: Michael Wilkins <michaelwilkins@me.com>
Subject: Issuing Additional Medical Marijuana Licenses
Date: June 16, 2020 at 8:24:10 AM CDT
To: Doralee.Chandler@dfa.arkansas.gov

Dear Director Chandler, 

I’m sending this email to support the immediate issuance of the three remaining medical marijuana cultivation and all 
remaining dispensary licenses allowed in the Rules. 

I’ve been involved in the legal medical marijuana industry for some time as a a businessman, investor and licensee. I 
believe Arkansas’ medical marijuana industry growth and development has been hindered by a lack of diverse high 
quality products, particularly in the fast growing non-smokable products market segment.   

Competition is necessary for the expectations of voters who approved the Constitutional Amendment to be met. It will 
spur the investment, development and manufacture of medical marijuana products Arkansas consumers want. It will 
increase the collection of taxes to support the proper regulation of the program and for the State to benefit. There are 
currently in excess of 50,000 medical marijuana card holders in Arkansas, and it’s past time for retail prices to begin 
working their way down to a range similar to other states. 

Arkansans want access to more diverse, affordable medical marijuana products to address their needs. Making sure an 
assortment of products are available to all Arkansans at affordable prices should be a concern of the Arkansas Medical 
Marijuana Commission at all times. It’s an issue of basic fairness. 

I believe issuing all the remaining medical marijuana licenses allowed under the Act is in the best interests of all 
Arkansans.    

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Wilkins

Pine Bluff Agriceuticals
805 Wood Duck Lane
Russellville, AR 72801
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From: Dragan Vicentic draganv@att.net
Subject: Fw: lack of cultivators

Date: June 20, 2020 at 10:07 AM
To: snolan@cskhotels.com

Dragan 
(501)623-4784 
This email correspondence relates to an attempt to collect a debt in a commercial credit transaction by a secured party
within the full parameters of the Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA).  It is in your best interest to
respond to a debt collection request immediately.

"The contents of this message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) named in
this message.  This communication is intended to be and to remain Privileged/Confidential and may
be subject to applicable creditor/debtor and/or work product privileges.  If you are not the intended
recipient (or responsible for delivery of the message to such person) of this message, or if this
message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by email or contact
the corporate office at (501)623-4784 and delete the email from any computer. You are notified that
the dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message and/or any attachments is strictly
prohibited, do not disclose the contents or take any action in reliance upon the information contained
in this communication or any attachments." 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Dragan Vicentic <draganv@att.net>
To: alan.clark@senate.ar.gov <alan.clark@senate.ar.gov>; bradley.phillips@me.com
<bradley.phillips@me.com>
Sent: Saturday, June 20, 2020, 08:26:57 AM CDT
Subject: lack of cultivators

Good morning Alan, 
I spoke to the ABC and Medical Marijuana Commission on Tues June 16 and explained the patient
statistics behind allowing their initial 5 cultivators and where we are now.  As the  top dispensary in the
state my comments are real time and genuine.  The other dispensaries don't seem to want to rock the
boat and explain that it is smooth sailing but you will see in the attachments that Red River Remedy
dispensary and Natural Relief dispensary are already making social media posts explaining that there
are product shortages and reducing how much product they can offer at the reduced rate.

I have also attached invoices from Natural State and Osage cultivators clearly indicating that the
reduced rates on flower I was able to negotiate is no longer available and prices from Natural State
increasing because of higher demand and less product. You will also find texts between myself and
Natural State CEO Rob Lemberes indicating shortages and price increase.

attachment explanation...
a1...texts between Rob Lemberes and Dragan Vicentic starting 5/19 no flower and going up on prices
a2....texts between Rob Lemberes and Dragan Vicentic raised prices from $1,600.00/ pound (lower
tier) and  $ 2,250.00/pound (price for all other strains) to $2,800.00/ pound
a3....texts between Rob Lemberes and Dragan Vicentic $2,800 was reduced to $2,600 after I
contacted one of the Natural State owners to complain
a4....texts between Rob Lemberes and Dragan Vicentic  6/11, Rob stated lower tier strains "may" be
available in a couple weeks. That is 6 weeks with no lower tier pricing because of lack of product
a5 and a6...invoice dated 5/11 natural state cultivators, showing per gram price $3.52/gram or
$1,600.00/pound lower tier or discounted  pricing, and $4.96/gram or $2,252.00/ pound pricing on all
other strains.
a7...invoice dated 5/22 from natural state showing only $4.96/g or $2,250.00/pound pricing available.
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a7...invoice dated 5/22 from natural state showing only $4.96/g or $2,250.00/pound pricing available.
a8 and a9...invoice dated 6/4 from natural state showing increase in prices from $1,600 and $2,250
pricing to only premium $2,600/pound pricing.
a10 ...invoice from osage cultivators showing $4.95/ $2,247.00/ pound (discounted tier) and $5.72/
$2,600/ pound tier pricing and availability of discounted tier.
a11....invoice from osage cultivators showing $4.95/ $2,247.00/ pound (discounted tier) and $5.72/
$2,600/ pound tier pricing and availability of discounted tier.
a12, 13, 14, 15...invoice from osage cultivators showing negotiated 10% discount on invoices with
agreement of minimum $100,000.00 order every week. $2,025.00 (discounted ) $2,388.00 other
strains.
a16...invoice from osage cultivators  no availability of discounted flower only premium pricing.
a17...social media announcement by Red River Remedy Dispensary that limited economy tier coming
to an end because of supply shortage.
a18 ... social media announcement by Natural relief dispensary that cultivators have taken away their
ability  to offer 7grams of lower tier pricing to only 3.5 grams.
a19...Dragan Vicentic script for june 16 medical marijuana commission meeting

Dragan 
(501)207-0420 
This email correspondence relates to an attempt to collect a debt in a commercial credit transaction by a secured party
within the full parameters of the Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA).  It is in your best interest to
respond to a debt collection request immediately.

"The contents of this message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) named in
this message.  This communication is intended to be and to remain Privileged/Confidential and may
be subject to applicable creditor/debtor and/or work product privileges.  If you are not the intended
recipient (or responsible for delivery of the message to such person) of this message, or if this
message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by email or contact
the corporate office at (501)623-4784 and delete the email from any computer. You are notified that
the dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message and/or any attachments is strictly
prohibited, do not disclose the contents or take any action in reliance upon the information contained
in this communication or any attachments." 
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From: Don Brewington don@greenremediesgroup.com
Subject: FW: Login information and discussion on Monday

Date: June 7, 2020 at 11:17 AM
To: Storm Nolan snolan@cskhotels.com

Hey Strom, here is some points Mleah made that will help you tomorrow.  If you have
time today I can talk with you and review what you can say in your short time with the
MMC. 
 
Thank you for getting on board. 
 
Don
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 
From: Mleah W.
Sent: Sunday, June 7, 2020 8:29 AM
To: Don Brewington
Subject: Login information and discussion on Monday
 
Good morning! 
 
I need the login information for Shopify and Wheniwork. For shopify, I'll need the
store name, it should be something like "myshop.myshopify.com." For wheniwork,
it's an email as the username. I can shut down both as soon as I get those. 
 
Also, thinking about what Storm should add if he hasn't finished it. Something about
the safety of our patients who are still buying from the black market. When buying
form the black market, it's not regulated or tested, putting our patients in danger!
 
I know you asked me to give very detailed points, but I'm unsure of the data as far
as wait times and driving distances. I couldn't find anything when I searched either. 
 
Patients in Alexander would say "I guess I'll have to drive to Hot Springs" because
we wouldn't have $5 grams! The lowest price option to buy from the cultivator, costs
the dispensary $5/gram, so that would just be a loss for the dispensary if they
wanted to compete with that.  
 
There are huge shortages by the cultivators. BOLD rarely had flower and the last
week I was in Alexander, NSM had 6 strains and a limit of one pound each. A few
consecutive weeks before, NSM had NO flower to choose from. 
 
As far as selection, there are no edibles (besides tinctures) that aren't candy! To
narrow it down further, there is only one edible that is sugar-free. 
 
When purchasing from cultivators, it was first come first served (which was fair), but
they cannot keep up with the demand. They send out their inventory lists for the
week on Thursday mornings, and if you (the dispensary) don't respond quickly with
your order, you probably won't get what you want. 
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I don't belong to any Facebook groups for patients, but I'm sure you'd hear all the
complaints there!
 
See ya tomorrow, I'll be in the flower beds all day 

!

Mleah
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6/22/20, 12:33 PM• High quality cannabis prices by U.S. state 2019 | Statista
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Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/589688/medical-marijuana-prices-by-state/

U.S. high quality marijuana prices per ounce in 2019 by state
Published by Matej Mikulic, Oct 15, 2019

The District of Columbia holds the record for the highest price per ounce of high quality
marijuana in the United States, as of October 2019, with an average price of some 596 U.S.
dollars per ounce. According to recent data, by 2021, recreational marijuana sales in the U.S.
are expected to triple. 

Recreational cannabis use

Recreational cannabis is not legal in all U.S. states; however, many consumers use the drug

Average price per ounce of high quality marijuana as of October 2019, by
select U.S. state
(in U.S. dollars)
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